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MISSION
 
What?
 
We believe that a better tomorrow can only come from investing wisely in tomorrow’s adults, 
giving children the life and social skills they need to have better, more fulfilled relationships 
with themselves, others and the world around them.
 
PLAYUP GAMES is a new educational publisher of a teachers  book series of fun classroom 
activities, games and exercises aimed at teaching students these essential life and social 
skills.
 
Why?
 
Everyday life is a very social affair and it’s our relationships with ourselves and the people 
around us that ultimately determine our success. Yet there's very little emphasis on learning 
these important social skills in our current education systems, with the focus largely on 
academic skills that don’t always serve us in later life.
 
We think it’s time we shifted the focus to creating better people rather than just rewarding 
academic achievement.
 
 
How?
 
The PLAYUP GAMES series of books contains various fun classroom-friendly activities, 
games and exercises that encourage the development of important life and social skills such 
as compassion, empathy, cooperation, respect, sharing, trust and responsibility.
 
Our books can be used in parallel with the current system and are aimed at each age level 
from primary to secondary school. They are designed to be simple, fun and engaging 
activities that promote these traits and better social understanding through experiential 
learning. 
 
 



 
BOOKS
 
Nature and Compassion
Description
View Sample Activity
 
Empathy and Cooperation
Description
View Sample Activity
 
Sharing and Responsibility
Description
View Sample Activity
 
Reasoning and Communication
Description 
View Sample Activity
 
Got a suggestion for an activity? Contact us.
 
 
LAUNCH
 
The PLAYUP GAMES series of books is currently in development, with launch expected mid-
2019. If you’d like to be notified when these books are available, please enter your details in 
the form provided. Note: we do not spam, nor do we pass your details to anyone else.
 
 
 
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
 
PLAYUP GAMES is a project by FREE WORLD ONE, a hybrid, for-profit philanthropic 
company that generates revenue from educational, creative and community ventures that fit 
our ethos of creating a free and sustainable planet for all.
 
Funds derived from our projects pay our operational costs, are invested into new projects 
and profits are distributed to shareholders.
 
To learn more about FREE WORLD ONE and how you can become a shareholder, please 
visit www.freeworldone.com.
 
 
MEET THE TEAM
 
Lukarte Turner



Lukarte is a creative artist and illustrator, with a big passion for colours, shapes and creating 
things with her hands. She has a decade of experience in working with children through play, 
music and social contact.
 
Gabriela Andino
 
 
 
 
CONTACT US
 
And message form


